Q. 1 How rocks are formed? Write in detail about the sedimentary rocks.

Q. 2 Write in detail about the internal structure of the earth.

Q. 3 How glaciers are formed? Write about erosional and depositional features produced by the valley glacier.

Q. 4 How atmosphere is heated? Describe the structure of the atmosphere.

Q. 5 How rainfall is caused? Discuss various forms of rainfall.

Q. 6 How oceanic currents are generated? Write in detail about the system of oceanic currents in the Pacific Ocean.

Q. 7 Write in detail about the permanent winds and what are impacts of these winds on the associated areas.

Q. 8 Write note on any TWO of the followings:

A)- Salinity in the Ocean
B)- Spring and Neap Tides
C)- Land and Sea Breeze
D)- Rotation and Revolution of the earth
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Section One

Q:1 Write a note on Christaller’s Central Place Model.

Q:2 Write details of factors of migration.

Q:3 Write a comprehensive essay on Environmental Determinism.

Q:4 Write a detailed note on Human Economic Activities.

Q:5 Write an essay on Pollution.

Section Two

Q:6 Write details of mountain system of South Asia.

Q:7 Prove that South Asia is basically an agricultural region.

Q:8 Write a note on any two. (a)Lahore (b) New Delhi (c) Colombo (d) Dhaka
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Q1. What is Difference between Plateau and Plain. Make a list of topographical features of Pakistan also elaborate plateaus.

Q2. What is meant by climate? classify Pakistan into climatic regions

Q3. What is natural vegetation? Write a note on forest types and distribution in Pakistan.

Q4. Write note on mean of irrigation in Pakistan

Q5. Distinguish Rabi (Winter) and Kharif (Summer) crops. Write a note on major Rabi and Kharif corps.

Q6. Write an essay on minerals of Pakistan

Q7. Write note any two of the following

(a) Coal in Pakistan

(b) Agricultural problems in Pakistan

(c) Monsoon rainfall in Pakistan

Q. No8: Write the names physical features of Pakistan and give a detailed of its mountains ranges.